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About This Game

In Mars Colony: Frontier you can learn the hard way what life would be like if you were stranded on the red planet. In this open-
world simulator, you assume the role of an astronaut who has been sent on a mission to Mars only to have turmoil on Earth
extend your stay indefinitely. Cut off from supplies from home, the colony must fend for itself against starvation, illness,

radiation storms, and the inevitable death of irreplaceable machinery.

Players can either play alone, on a dedicated server, or run their own for others to join both online and LAN. Multiplayer mode
can handle up to eight players on four teams to compete for control over all of the resources Mars has to offer. The dynamic
economy reacts to current supply and demand, paving the way for one player or team to come out on top. Four career paths

allow for players to either specialize in one aspect of survival or become a jack of all trades.

Features:
- Campaign Mode
- Sandbox Mode
- Single player

- Multiplayer with up to 8 players
- Play over LAN or Online

- Dedicated servers
- Custom player-built bases

- Dynamic player-driven economy
- Contract missions

- Dynamic weather and random events
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- Drivable rovers
- Programmable cargo bots

- Multiple career paths
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Title: Mars Colony: Frontier
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
HyperKat Games
Publisher:
HyperKat Games
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 8800 GTX

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: XAudio or DirectX capable

English
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Super boring game and the ghost girl was lame asf.

Will refund this game.. A good time waster if nothing else, but I really don't think it's worth the money. There are a lot of better
games for free on Newgrounds and other sites, so I don't think this is worth it.. This is a unique flight simulator game. If you're
looking for the next X-Plane look elsewhere. This is more of a casual game with a good amount of plane variety. I have all of
the flight sims and even though this one is very basic, it does offer the most detailed view of Las Vegas I've seen. The hotels are
pretty neat to fly by and look pretty close to their counterpart. If this was $10 I'd say pass on it, but for $3.99 it's worth checking
out...especially great for the children if you have them.. has serious performance issues cars feel like a bar of soap on a wet tile
floor the steering has 0 input time between center to full left and full right all in all its not a game i would recommend unless
you played this game before even so you would be better off not buying this version because of the major performance
problems and constant crashing. First, runs smoothly under Windows 10 and no bugs seen yet. Good steamversion.
I played it Offsteam many hours, now I finished it via Steam too and needed >40 hours for a walkthrough. It is much faster
possible, but I enjoyed it more, with a relaxed playstyle.

Still best Cultures game.
Good ambience and not too childish. It's cute.
Really worth it, if you like Settlers in general.

Improvements in gameplay to its predecessor. Like, you can predetermine the number of your desired children. ^^
Or you can easily equip many soldiers with less clicks.
In short version, less micromanagement, more control in lesser time.

Only a minus point for the limited difficulty. Very easy, easy and normal. (Young players are target)
Even on normal you have mostly endless time, to build your village and discover the surroundings. The solo-hero-dungeon-parts
are, in camparison, challenging, but I wish the economy part too.
Like faster food consumption and fewer chests and maybe aging of your population.

It is a german game and I played in german language, therefore I can't say much about other languages and theire voice acting
(in video) and tutorial.
But it seems, that the tutorial in other languages isn't so good, like in the original.

For me a must play classic game, especially for young players.

PS:
(Btw, I hope for the Settler games in steam, especially the first 3 parts and the remastered scond part). The story is 10/10, so far!
Characters are amazing,funny and wierd.

Money well spent.
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Yes, it's not a masterpiece like games that emit large companies, but it is worth noting that the game create one good time can
kill.
Hopefully if will release another piece, then add more grafona and better gameplay.
P.S. Music in it's cool!. Fun for an evening. But not very much more I guess.. A good game for the price, even more so if its on
offer. NOTE: Do NOT expect a AAA game, note the price, and he aint asking for much.

the developer's response is what made me buy this game, and its a good jump-in-and-play horror game with some elements of
survival on an alien dark world.

As of 18th\/08\/2016, ill personally give it a 8\/10, bumped from 6, due to the cheap price. (P.S its officialy "out", not EA and
does have some minor bugs still which the developer is fixing and supporting, 1 man army bro!!). I've enjoyed this game so far.
It can be played both casual or intensely with an assortment of different ways of playing the game. My favourite so far has been
the arcade mode. This game can be enjoyed either solo or with friends but unfortunately only local co-op. I hope they can
somehow open this game up to online co-op.. Very fun and well-made! It's sort of Plants vs Zombies meets Angry Birds, with a
really weird storyline.. El Presidente became the new Steven Speiberg

10\/10. I am really enjoying this game! The brick breaking game is fun and challenging and has for "worlds" to unlock which
equates to 40 levels, four of which are boss fights. I have already gotten 8 hours of gameplay out of it and I still have a lot more
content to unlock! The archery is fun and also has 40 levels I think. The shield blocking game as well. It's super polished. I
thought it was worth the price!

There is a bug or "feature" where world 2 of the brick breaking game doesn't unlock unless you hit "Next" after beating the first
boss. Don't hit "Select level". Then you need to beat the bonus round and 2-1 in order for it to unlock! I don't know if its the
same for the other bosses because that's the only one I did. Took me awhile to figure it out. It was frustrating.. Very enjoyable,
been looking forward to this for a long time. Story is fantastic, combat feels really good once you get the hang of it. I would
recomend rebinding some of the controls (Looking at you Block). Comes with all the DLC so you get access to Yuna, Sachii,
Graphite Edge, Heathcliff, Eugeo and Alice as well as a few other characters, which is great. Sound track is great as well. All in
all worth the price. Will update once I play some more.
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